
Pocahontas and After: Cultural Day 

The British Library Knowledge Centre 

Saturday 18 March 2017 

 

All events will take place in The Theatre.  If you have special dietary requirements (vegetarian, vegan, 

or allergies) please contact fran.fuentes@bl.uk by the 15 March. 

 
08.45  Registration 
  Tea and coffee will be served in the foyer. 
 
09.25  Film Screening  
 

Hidden Histories: Discovering Indigenous London (Michael Walling, 2016) 
This film explores the long history of indigenous visitors to London including 
Pocahontas. Michael Walling, artistic director for Border Crossings’ ORIGINS festival will 
be presenting the film and answering an audience Q&A. 

 

10.30  Break 
  Tea and coffee will be served in the foyer. 
 
11.00 Panel Debate: Historic Jamestown and new perspectives on Pocahontas 

Chief Robert Gray of the Pamunkey Indian Tribe will present on Pamunkey Indian Civil 
Rights and the Legacy of Pocahontas. During the 19th and early 20th centuries 
the legacy of Pocahontas was strategically employed by the Pamunkey Indian Tribe to 
defend their civil rights during the Eugenics Movement and Jim Crow Era. Pamunkey 
people named their daughters Pocahontas, and established a travelling group of 
performers known as the Pamunkey Players who demonstrated the famous story of 
Pocahontas saving John Smith to audiences across Virginia. The Tribe's use of her image 
was a reminder to white Virginians that the Pamunkey were an Indigenous community 
that had not disappeared. While their connections to her legacy have been severed over 
the past century, the Pamunkey are making a resurgence in reclaiming her legacy as 
their own following their recent Federal Recognition.  

David Givens from the Jamestown Redisovery Project will present on World of 
Pocahontas Unearthed: a non-Eurocentric perspective of English America’s first 
permanent English settlement in North America. The excavation at James Fort is a 23-
year-old dig exploring the first permanent settlement planted by the English in 1607. 
Since its inception, the Jamestown Rediscovery team has recovered tens of thousands of 
Virginia Indian artifacts - one of the largest collections of material from a short period in 
the continuum of Virginia Indian peoples. This short presentation will discuss new 
perspectives and the resulting exhibit created to explore the rich material evidence of 
Native interaction with the English Settlers. 

Their presentations will be followed by a skype discussion with Ashley Atkins, Director 

of the Pamunkey Indian Museum and Cultural Centre. 

12.30  Lunch 
Lunch will be served in the foyer. 

 
13.15 Film Screening 

Reel Injun (Neil Diamond, Catherine Bainbridge, Jeremiah Hayes, 2010)  
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This documentary explores the portrayal of First Nations people on film, using archival 
and contemporary footage to illustrate how prevailing stereotypes have influenced the 
misunderstanding of their cultures and histories. We will be joined by director Catherine 
Bainbridge for a skype Q&A after the screening. 

14.45  Break 
  Tea and coffee will be served in the foyer. 
 
15.10 Panel Debate: 400 Years and After: Pocahontas’ legacies in contemporary Native 

American art, film and society 

 Pocahontas has become a cultural icon whose historical salience seems to eclipse the 
current social and cultural reality of all Indigenous women in the Americas  How should 
Native American scholars, artists, film-makers and others articulate an understanding of 
Pocahontas that makes better sense of her example for contemporary Native 
communities? 

Speakers include Joanne Prince, Rainmaker Gallery, Bristol; Shelley Niro, Mohawk film-
maker and artist; Dr Max Carocci, Chelsea College of Art; Dr David Stirrup, University of 
Kent; and Dr Buck Woodard, Colonial Williamsburg. Moderated by Stephanie Pratt. 

16.50  Break 

  Tea and coffee will be served in the foyer. 
 
17.20  Plenary Lecture: Dr Mishuana Goeman 

The Spectacle of Originary Moments in Terrence Malick’s The New World: The 
haunting afterlife of Pocahontas 

Dr. Mishuana Goeman, Tonawanda Band of Seneca, is an Associate Professor and Vice 
Chair of Gender Studies Department, University of California, Los Angeles. Her recent 
book is Mark My Words: Native Women Mapping Our Nations (University of 
Minnesota Press). 

18.50 Musical Performance: ElizaBeth Hill 

ElizaBeth will perform a selection of her songs. The roots of her music have grown in 
traditional country – she schooled on the Nashville song-writing scene for more than a 
decade – and are steeped in a lifetime in her Iroquian culture. 

19.20  Reception 

  Join us for a wine reception in the foyer. 

  
 


